STRENGTH THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
We craft the condos from a revolutionary fine-celled foam board created with a new manufacturing process. This produces a hard but smooth outer structure that has a strong cellular core.

What that means to your feline clients is stronger than wood and impervious to water and urine. Its strength can take a pounding from the largest cats without damage. The silky matte finish has just the slightest texture for secure footing.

We reached out to the construction industry to use the latest technology to create durable hinge that will stand up to repeated opening and closing. It is an injection-molded, fiberglass-reinforced nylon thermoplastic polymer.
LUXURY FELINE VETERINARY BOARDING
We’ve tried to get inside the feline brain through talks with our customers and thought leaders as well as time spent observing cats. We purposely reimagined how to make cats comfortable when spending time away from home in a kennel. The result is the **Feline Comfort Suite** that is easy on your eyes and soft on their paws.

Three door options are available:
The **clear, Polycarbonate door** covers the entrance while providing diagonal ventilation—a shape that makes cleaning easier. Two adjustable vents in the back keep air flowing through the unit. All provides a clear view for cat and caretakers.

The **Tri-Panel** door combines a grill front with a polycarbonate band in the middle that gives the cat a bar-free view at eye level. The grill gives good ventilation through the unit.

The **Full Grill Door** allows good airflow through the door and extra rods at the latch to protect paws.

An optional **Viewing Dome** gives a special peeking area on the Tri-Door that increases feline interaction.

**Large litter space** gives ample vertical room for a cat to take care of business in comfort. **There is one litter option**: a **Grill Top Litter** with a polycarbonate bottom. It comes with a clip for attaching information.

The litter features a **back vent**, similar to the two vents in the main unit. The door has **extra rods at the latch** to provide protection.

The **unique divider** has a cleaner edge that removes debris in the slot. You can “open” or “close” the portal status from outside the suite. **Optional storage** available.

Extra details include a **litter and fluid retention strip** at the cage front helps avoid drips and a **lockable latch**.
A NEW ERA OF FELINE BOARDING COMFORT HAS BEGUN

Our Feline Comfort Suite was developed with the latest feline housing and low stress design principles. Notice the many premium features that make the product more appealing to cats as well as easier for caretakers.

We are pairing our craftsmanship with a revolutionary fine-celled foam board created with a new manufacturing process. The result is a feline housing unit that will become as legendary and durable as our Stainless Steel cages. Call TODAY to order an assembly!

ACCESSORIZE

Optional Kat Kave: Two-level cave lets cats lounge on top, snuggle in the bottom or wind through the three openings below. Made of durable, easy-to-clean black, high molecular weight polyethylene. SPECS: 20¾”W x 14”H x 14¾”D.

Privacy Quiet-Time Cover. Colorfast nylon cover snaps onto the cage to provide a space of privacy for the cat. It comes in blue and is machine washable. Note: Designed for Feline Comfort Suites with grill fronts. Does not fit polycarbonate door. SPECS: 12”W x 20½”H
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